Student is to follow the sample Court Case Brief as posted on the course content page and create a Legal Brief of one of the "Landmark Cases" posted online in the course content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Levels of Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. the proper citation of the case as noted in the U.S. Supreme Court Case Documents, |  __Target(3)  
Cited as per the court system  
__Acceptable(2)  
Cited so it can be located in Law Digest  
__Unacceptable(0-1)  
Citation missing |
| 2. Legal question in dispute is stated |  __Target(3)  
Cited as per the court system  
__Acceptable(2)  
<p>Legal issues are somewhat clear and complete</p>  
__Unacceptable(0-1)  
<p>Legal issue at suit is not stated</p> |
| 3. <p>Step by step citation as court system provides is present</p> |  __Target(3)  
Cited in a legal manner as per the court system  
__Acceptable(2)  
<p>Steps are noted in a non legal manner</p>  
__Unacceptable(0-1)  
<p>Legal path to final resolution is not provided</p> |
| 4. Court citation as to who prevailed | __Target(3) Cited as per the court system with clearly defined prevailing party | __Acceptable(2) <p>final outcome not clear but correct side prevailing is identified</p> | __Unacceptable(0-1) <p>Decision missing or incorrect</p> |
|--------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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